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The only new parameters introduced during from pre-training (Chelba et al. 2013) in order to...
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It starts to seem silly to even imagining using language to enumerate the possibilities of an environment, even a tabletop with blocks. The affordances, states, and transitions we learn for planning are strikingly mundane to express verbally, even on something like WikiHow.
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Should I hammer a nail with
1) a screwdriver or
2) a rock?

[Bisk et al., AAAI’20]
annoying person: am I annoying?

everyone: *annoyed* no
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... by yourself. \( \text{WS4} \subset \text{WS5} \)

A task learner cannot be said to be in WS5 unless achieving its goals requires cooperating with a human in the loop.
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…and consider where signal for your task comes from!
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